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Abstract

Expert finding, a popular service provided by many online
websites such as Expertise Finder, LinkedIn, and AMiner,
is beneficial to seeking candidate qualifications, consultants,
and collaborators. However, its quality is suffered from lack
of ample sources of expert information. This paper employs
AMiner as the basis with an aim at linking any external ex-
perts to the counterparts on AMiner. As it is infeasible to ac-
quire sufficient linkages from arbitrary external sources, we
explore the problem of zero-shot expert linking. In this paper,
we propose CODE, which first pre-trains an expert linking
model by contrastive learning on AMiner such that it can cap-
ture the representation and matching patterns of experts with-
out supervised signals, then it is fine-tuned between AMiner
and external sources to enhance the model’s transferability
in an adversarial manner. For evaluation, we first design two
intrinsic tasks, author identification and paper clustering, to
validate the representation and matching capability endowed
by contrastive learning. Then the final external expert linking
performance on two genres of external sources also implies
the superiority of the adversarial fine-tuning method. Addi-
tionally, we show the online deployment of CODE, and con-
tinuously improve its online performance via active learning.

Introduction
Online websites such as Expertise Finder1, LinkedIn2, and
AMiner3 provide valuable services of expert finding for gov-
ernments or research groups to find consultants, collabora-
tors, candidate qualifications, etc. However, expert informa-
tion is dispersed across heterogeneous sources. For example,
Google Scholar and AMiner maintain academic informa-
tion, LinkedIn keeps skills and background, and news arti-
cles report the real-time activities of experts. A single source
of information is far from comprehensive and convincing to
support the high-quality expert finding, which demands for
integrating heterogeneous expert information together. This
paper employs AMiner, a free online academic search and
mining system collecting over 100 million researcher pro-
files with 200 million papers from multiple databases (Tang
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et al. 2008), as the implementation basis. We target at link-
ing heterogeneous expert information from external sources
to AMiner. Figure 1 illustrates the online system4 deployed
with the proposed CODE to link an expert from a news arti-
cle to the right candidate on AMiner.

Entity linking is a related research field that links entities
extracted from unstructured texts to those in a knowledge
graph (Klie, de Castilho, and Gurevych 2020; Hou et al.
2020; Angell et al. 2021). However, prevailing methods of-
ten resort to the huge amount of labeled data to encode enti-
ties from heterogeneous sources into a unified space. Unfor-
tunately, the linkages between external information and the
AMiner experts are often arduous to obtain. For example,
in AMiner, it usually spends up to several hours to correct
the collected papers for a top expert by a skilled annotator.
Moreover, the external information about experts come from
arbitrary sources, making it unforeseeable for us to annotate
the corresponding labels beforehand. In view of this, we pay
attention to the problem of zero-shot expert linking. A nat-
ural question arises: can we learn a universal expert link-
ing model from abundant AMiner experts such that it can be
transferable to unseen external expert linking?

Besides the label scarcity issue, we also face challenges
about how to represent an expert and match two experts, be-
cause: (1) an expert, consisting of different types of infor-
mation such as demographic attributes, papers, or news, is
neither a continuous signal as an image nor a discrete signal
as a word, which demands a non-trivial method for expert
representation beyond the standard image or word represen-
tation methods; (2) the gap of morphology, syntax, topics
between AMiner and external sources is obvious, which mo-
tivates us to fine-tune the basic expert representation model
on external sources to improve its transferability.

Present Work. We propose CODE, a COntrastive Pre-
training with ADversarial Fine-tuning for ZEro-shot expert
Linking model, to link experts from external sources to
AMiner in the zero-shot setting. To address the label scarcity
issue, CODE is first pre-trained on AMiner via contrastive
learning (Wu et al. 2018). To enable this, we define the
pre-training task as expert discrimination which samples in-
stances from each AMiner expert, and pulls the instances
sampled from the same expert close together but pushes

4https://aminer.top3-talent.com/homepage
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A screenshot of the deployed system. 
Linked experts are listed at the bottom of each news article.

The translated texts of second news article with 
the highlighted expert to be linked.

The expert candidates from AMiner. The 
highlighted one is the right expert.

Thumbs Up

Figure 1: The deployed online expert linking system (Left), which aims at linking expert from news articles to AMiner. The
case of linking expert “Yu Wang” from the highlighted article is presented (Right).

those sampled from different experts far away from each
other. An expert instance is defined as a set of papers owned
by the expert, which is then encoded by BERT (Devlin et al.
2019) and matched with each other by an interaction-based
fine-grained metric. After pre-training CODE, we apply the
adversarial method to adapt it to unseen external sources
when linking experts from them to the AMiner experts.

We demonstrate the validity of our model by a series of
experiments, demonstrating that: (1) CODE is able to rep-
resent an expert well, based on which the authors of a pa-
per can be correctly identified (the evaluation task of author
identification) and the papers belonging to the same author
can be correctly clustered (the evaluation task of paper clus-
tering); (2) CODE is able to be transferred to unseen exter-
nal sources such as news articles or LinkedIn pages to link
the mentioned experts to the AMiner experts (the evaluation
task of external expert linking).

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We propose CODE consisting of a contrastive pre-training
module and an adversarial fine-tuning module, to address
zero-shot expert linking from external sources to AMiner.

• We define expert discrimination as the pre-training task
along with an interaction-based metric function to char-
acterize both the universal representation and fine-grained
matching patterns of experts. Adversarial learning is used
to improve the transferability of the pre-trained model.

• In addition to the extensive experiments which demon-
strate the superiority of CODE, we also deploy CODE
online, and further involve human in the loop to improve
online performance via active learning. All codes and data
are available at https://github.com/allanchen95/CODE.

Related Work

Entity Linking. Most endeavors of entity linking focus on
linking entities from unstructured texts to those in a knowl-
edge graph (KG) (Clark and Manning 2016; Kolitsas and
Ganea 2018; Yamada et al. 2020; Klie, de Castilho, and
Gurevych 2020; Hou et al. 2020; Angell et al. 2021). Recent
work has investigated a cross-domain setting which links
entities from heterogeneous texts like blogposts or news to

a KG. They only train a model on the labeled source do-
main and directly apply it to different texts (Gupta, Singh,
and Roth 2017; Le and Titov 2018; Logeswaran et al. 2019;
Zemlyanskiy et al. 2021). CODE differs them in three as-
pects: 1) they have explicit labels, 2) an AMiner expert, con-
sists of multiple papers, is more complex than an entity from
the unstructured text, and 3) the information gap between
AMiner and external sources prevents us from directly us-
ing the pre-trained model to external sources.
Contrastive Learning. Contrastive learning, which learns
the data co-occurrence relationships via instance discrimi-
nation task (Wu et al. 2018), is a label-efficient representa-
tion learning regime. It has shown strength in various do-
mains such as natural language process (Devlin et al. 2019;
Yang et al. 2019; Brown et al. 2020), computer vision (Chen
et al. 2020b; He et al. 2020), and graph (Qiu et al. 2020;
Hu et al. 2020). Beyond learning representation, we need a
fine-grained metric for matching experts.

The expert discrimination task is related to paper cluster-
ing, aiming to partition papers into a set of disjoint clusters
corresponding to real experts (Zhang et al. 2018b; Qiao et al.
2019), and author identification, assigning the right authors
to the anonymous papers (Chen et al. 2020a; Wang et al.
2020). Different from them, we contrast expert instances.
Adversarial Domain Adaptation. Adversarial learning
has been extensively studied for the cross-domain trans-
fer (Ganin et al. 2016; Zhai et al. 2020) such as word transla-
tion (Lample et al. 2018), text classification (Guo, Pasunuru,
and Bansal 2020) and relation extraction (Shi et al. 2018) in
different domains. Different from prior end-to-end adversar-
ial learning, we adopt it for fine-tuning, which is an indepen-
dent process following the pre-training stage.

Problem Formulation
This section defines an expert and formulates the problem of
zero-shot expert linking in a contrastive way.
Definition 1 Expert. An expert e is comprised by a set of
support information ce = {s1, s2, · · · , sne

}, where si is a
piece of support information. ne denotes the size of ce.

The support information varies from different sources. If
e is from a news article, ce can be surrounding texts of
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Figure 2: Overview. The pre-training module learns an expert encoder g and a metric f via discriminating the positive expert
instance pair (Ie, I+e ) from the negative one (Ie, I

−
e ). Then it is fine-tuned on the external experts in an adversarial manner.

the expert name where si is one of the sentences. If e is
from LinkedIn, ce can be a homepage where si is one of
the attributes such as summary, affiliations, etc. Particularly,
we denote ce of an AMiner expert as ce = {p1, · · · , pne},
where pi is a paper containing title, keywords, venue, etc.

Problem 1 Zero-shot Expert Linking. Given a set of ex-
perts {e} on AMiner, we aim at pre-training an expert en-
coder g and a metric function f : {g(e), g(e′)} → {y} to
infer the alignment label between e and e′, where y = 1
implies e and e′ are equivalent and 0 otherwise. After pre-
training, we fine-tune g and f on the external experts {ẽ}
such that g and f are transferred to unseen external sources.

Note that, we assume any experts from external sources
can be certainly aligned to the counterparts in AMiner and
leave the problem of non-existing alignment to the future.

The CODE Framework
This section introduces CODE (Figure 2), which consists of
a contrastive pre-training module and an adversarial fine-
tuning module. The former one pre-trains an expert en-
coder g and a metric function f purely on AMiner via con-
trastive learning, and the latter one fine-tunes g and f on
both AMiner and the external data in an adversarial manner.
For convenience, we hereinafter name the pre-trained model
as CODE-pre, and also the final fine-tuned model as CODE.

Contrastive Pre-training Module
The pre-training module targets at learning an encoder g to
capture the universal representation patterns of experts and
a metric f to measure the fine-grained matches between ex-
perts. In light of this, we define expert discrimination as our
pre-training task to increase the similarities of positive ex-
pert instances, while decreasing those of negatives ones. To
achieve this, four questions should be answered carefully:

• Q1: What is an instance of an expert?

• Q2: How to encode an expert instance?
• Q3: How to measure the similarity of two instances?
• Q4: Which kind of loss function should be selected?

Q1: An Instance of An Expert. we define an instance as a
set of randomly sampled papers of the expert ce on AMiner,
i.e. an instance Ie of e can be formulated as follows:

Ie = {p1, · · · , pL}, (1)

where pi ∈ ce and L is the maximal number of sampled pa-
pers for each instance. Two instances sampled from the same
expert is viewed as a positive pair, while the two instances
from different experts are viewed as a negative pair.
Q2: BERT-based Expert Encoder. Since the support infor-
mation of experts on multi-sources may be in different lan-
guages, we adopt the multi-lingual BERT (Wolf et al. 2020)
to project the information into a unified semantic space.

In practice, we encode each paper as a basic representa-
tion unit of an expert instead of directly encoding the expert
as a whole. We concatenate the paper attributes, including ti-
tle, keywords, venues, etc, as the input p of BERT and apply
a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) to get the paper embedding:

p = g(p) = MLP(CLS(p)), (2)

where CLS(p) indicates the CLS token embedding of BERT.
Q3: Interaction-based Metric Function. Standard
representation-based metric function usually aggregates all
the paper embeddings of an instance as the expert embed-
ding, based on which it estimates the similarity of two in-
stances. However, the mixed expert embedding suffers from
semantic drift. Thus, inspired by the similar ideas of infor-
mation retrieval (Xiong et al. 2017; Dai et al. 2018), we pro-
pose an interaction-based metric to measure the fine-grained
similarity between each paper pair of two instances.



Formally, we use Eq.(2) to obtain a set of paper embed-
dings {pm}Lm=1 and {p′n}Ln=1 for Ie and Ie′ , respectively.
Then we compute a similarity matrix A between Ie and Ie′ .
Each element αmn is calculated by the normalized euclidean
distance between the m-th paper in Ie and n-th paper in Ie′ ,
i.e. αmn = ‖pm − p′n‖22. Then we adopt an RBF kernel ag-
gregation function (Dai et al. 2018), which pays attention to
how many similar paper pairs within two instances, to ex-
tract the similarity patterns. Specifically, we transform αmn

into a K-dimensional distribution (Eq.(4)), the k-th element
of which is converted by the k-th RBF kernel with mean µk

and variance σk (Eq.(3)) implying how likely αmn corre-
sponds to the k-th similarity pattern. Then we sum up over
rows to represent the similarities between m-th paper in le
and all the papers in Ie′ , and sum up over columns to repre-
sent the similarity between Ie and Ie′ (Eq.(5)). Finally, we
apply a MLP layer to obtain the similarity score (Eq.(6)).

Kk(αmn) = exp

[
− (αmn − µk)

2

2σ2
k

]
, (3)

K(αmn) = [K1(αmn), · · · ,KK(αmn)] , (4)

φ(e, e′) =

L∑
m=1

log

L∑
n=1

K(αmn). (5)

f(e, e′) = MLP(φ(e, e′)) (6)

Q4: Triplet Loss Function. We prefer the triplet loss
instead of the widely-used contrastive loss (Chen et al.
2020b) in our problem. Contrastive loss encourages similar
instances into a single point in the embedding space (Zhang
et al. 2018b). However, experts may publish papers on dif-
ferent topics, making it weird to force all the papers into a
single point. Thus the triplet loss, maintaining a relative dis-
tance between positive and negative pairs, is a better choice.

Specifically, for the anchor instance Ie, the positive coun-
terpart I+e is sampled from the same expert, while a nega-
tive one I−e is from a different expert. Given a set of triplets
{(Ie, I+e , I−e )}, the triplet loss function is defined as:

Lpre(θg, θf )=
∑

(Ie,I
+
e ,I−e )

max{0,m+ f(e, e−)− f(e, e+)}, (7)

where m is a margin, θg/f are the parameters of g or f . To
avoid trivial results, we omit overlaps within instance pairs.

Adversarial Fine-tuning Module
Intuitively, CODE-pre can be directly applied on external
sources for zero-shot expert linking. However, the morphol-
ogy, syntax, topics of the external information may be sig-
nificantly different from that on AMiner, which encourages
us to fine-tune CODE-pre to improve its transferability.

Most of the domain adaptation methods assume each do-
main is comprised of domain-agnostic and domain-private
features, thus they learn a shared generator and a private gen-
erator for each domain (Liu, Qiu, and Huang 2017; Shi et al.
2018). However, as our goal is to link external experts to
AMiner, we need to extract the features similar to AMiner

from external sources as much as possible, such that the pre-
trained metric f can better capture the similarity patterns be-
tween external and AMiner experts. Inspire by this, besides
the shared generators in both domains, we only create a pri-
vate generator for external experts to get rid of the dissimilar
features compared with AMiner, shown in Figure 2.
Generator. Besides the shared generator gshared pre-trained
by the pre-training module, we create the same private gen-
erator gprivate to extract the domain-private features from ex-
ternal experts. To enforce the shared and private generator to
encode different aspects of features, we adopt orthogonality
constraints as a difference loss (Liu, Qiu, and Huang 2017):

Ldiff(θshared
g , θprivate

g ) =

Next∑
i=1

||gshared(si)
Tgprivate(si)||2F , (8)

where ||.||2F is the squared Frobenius norm, Next is the num-
ber of pieces of the support information si.
Domain Discriminator. To cripple the external private fea-
tures from the shared feature space, we design a domain dis-
criminator for enforcing gshared to abandon the private fea-
tures from external sources. Given si from either AMiner or
the external source, we use the shared generator gshared to ex-
tract its features, and apply a classifier h to predict whether
it is from the external source or AMiner. We adopt Gradient
Reversed Layer (Ganin et al. 2016) to confuse h such that it
cannot distinguish the source of support information:

Ladv(θshared
g , θh) =

NAMiner∑
i=0

log(p̂i) +

Next∑
i=0

log(1− p̂i), (9)

p̂i = h
(
gshared(si)

)
= MLP

(
gshared(si)

)
,

where p̂i denotes the likelihood of si from AMiner, NAMiner
is the number of papers on AMiner, h is an MLP layer.
Task Predictor. Likewise, we design an external task pre-
dictor h̃, which predicts the source of private features, to fur-
ther prevent the private features into the share feature space.

Lext(θprivate
g , θh̃)=−

Next∑
i=0

log(1− p̂i), p̂i = h̃(gprivate(si)) (10)

where p̂i denotes the probability of the support information
si is from AMiner. The classifier h̃ is the same as Eq.(9).

Training and Inference
The final loss function is defined as follows:

L(θshared
g , θprivate

g , θf , θh) = Lpre-train+αLadv+βLdiff+γLext, (11)

where α, β, γ are trade-off hyper-parameters. During train-
ing, we first pre-train an expert encoder gshared and a metricf
on AMiner via Eq.(7). Then we fine-tune gshared and f by
adversarial learning via Eq.(11). During inference, we use
the fined-tuned model to perform zero-shot expert-linking
between AMiner and external sources.



Table 1: Data statistics. The support information of
AMiner, News, and Linkedin are papers, news articles, and
homepages, respectively. #Avg. candidates are the average
number of candidate experts on AMiner for an author in the
paper, a name in the news article, or a LinkedIn user.

AMiner News LinkedIn

#Experts 45,187 1,824 1,665
#Support Information 399,255 20,658 50,000
#Avg. candidates 18 8.79 4.85

Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate the representation and
matching capacity of the pre-trained model CODE-pre by
two intrinsic tasks, author identification and paper cluster-
ing, on AMiner. Then we validate the transferability of fine-
tuned model CODE by external expert linking, i.e., linking
experts from the news article or LinkedIn to AMiner experts.
For each experiment, we run 5 trials and report the mean re-
sults. Experimental details please refer to Appendix.

Datasets.
Table 1 summarizes statistics of three datasets.

• AMiner. We employ WhoIsWho5, the largest manually-
labeled name disambiguation dataset collected from
AMiner, as the basis to be aligned.

• News. We collect news articles from several Chinese tech-
nique platforms such as sciencenet, jiqizhixin, etc, and ex-
tract names from these news articles by NER tools6, then
we link them to AMiner experts by a majority voting of
three professional annotators’ results.

• LinkedIn. We adopt the dataset from (Zhang et al. 2015).

Candidates. Given an external expert to be linked, we
choose the AMiner experts with similar names as candi-
dates. The similar names are obtained by moving the last
name to the first or keeping the name initials except for the
last name. For example, the similar names of “Bo Li” in-
clude “Li Bo”, “B Li” and “L Bo”.

Evaluation of the Pre-training Module
We adopt two intrinsic tasks, author identification (Chen
et al. 2020a; Wang et al. 2020) and paper clustering (Zhang
et al. 2018b), on AMiner, to evaluate the representation and
matching capacity of CODE-pre via contrastive pre-training.

Author Identification assigns a new paper to the right ex-
pect, following the second track of competition7. Thus we
adopt the same test set. We estimate the similarity score be-
tween a new paper and each candidate via (Eq.(6)), and re-
turn the expert with the highest similarity as the right answer.
Evaluation Metrics. We use HitRatio@K (HR@K, K=1,3)
to measure the proportion of correctly assigned experts

5https://www.aminer.cn/whoiswho
6http://thulac.thunlp.org/
7https://biendata.xyz/competition/aminer2019 2/

Table 2: Performance of Author Identification on AMiner.

Model HR@1 HR@3 MRR

GBDT 0.873 0.981 0.927
Camel 0.577 0.737 0.644
HetNetE 0.582 0.759 0.697
CONNA 0.911 0.985 0.949

Unsupervised 0.713 0.875 0.808
Paper-paper pseudo labels 0.864 0.960 0.915
Paper-expert pseudo lables 0.892 0.970 0.933
Representation metric function 0.870 0.956 0.918

CODE-pre 0.898 0.964 0.934

ranked in top K, and use MRR to measure the average re-
ciprocal ranks of correctly assigned experts.

Baselines. We employ the following methods to solve the
task of author identification: GBDT (Li et al. 2013) is a
feature-engineering model in KDD Cup 2013 (Roy et al.
2013), Camel (Zhang et al. 2018a) represents a paper by
GRU with its title and keywords, an expert by one-hot em-
bedding. HetNetE (Chen and Sun 2017) is similar to Camel
except that each paper is represented by the author names,
affiliations, venues in addition to the title and keywords, and
CONNA (Chen et al. 2020a) is an interaction-based model.
The basic interactions are built between the token embed-
dings of two attributes, then different attributes matrices are
aggregated as the paper-level interactions, finally the paper-
level matrices are aggregated as expert-level interactions.

Results. Table 2 shows the performance of author identifi-
cation. We can see CODE-pre outperforms Camel and Het-
NetE by 31.6∼32.1% in HR@1. Camel and HetNetE adopt
a representation-based metric function, which embed a pa-
per and an expert independently, and computes the similar-
ity score between them. Thus they fail to capture the fine-
grained similarities between papers.

CODE-pre is comparable with GBDT and CONNA.
GBDT, extracts hand-crafted features between a paper and
an expert, and CONNA, computes the fine-grained interac-
tions between them, outperform Camel and HetNetE by a
large margin, which demonstrates the efficacy of interaction-
based strategy. CONNA slightly outperforms CODE-pre by
1.3% in HR@1, because CONNA, with the dedicated archi-
tecture and training criteria, is tailed for the author identifi-
cation task. However, GBDT and CONNA aren’t capable of
being transferable to other domains, while CODE-pre first
applies the expert encoder g to encode each paper into a
basic embedding unit, and uses a metric f to compute the
similarities between papers and experts. The g and f can be
easily generalized to other domains, such as news articles or
LinkedIn, by first encoding support information with g and
then estimate the interactions with f similarly.

Paper Clustering aims at clustering papers belonging to
the same expert together, following the first track of the com-
petition8. We adopt the same test set, and use the hierarchical

8https://biendata.xyz/competition/aminer2019/



Table 3: Performance of Paper Clustering on AMiner.

Model P-Pre. P-Rec. P-F1

Louppe et al. 0.609 0.605 0.607
Zhang et al. 0.768 0.551 0.642
G/L-Emb 0.835 0.640 0.724

Unsupervised 0.332 0.591 0.425
Paper-paper pseudo labels 0.659 0.779 0.714
Paper-expert pseudo lables 0.715 0.786 0.749
Representation metric function 0.595 0.754 0.665

CODE-pre 0.724 0.789 0.755

agglomerative clustering algorithm (HAC) to cluster papers
based on the paper embeddings output by g.

Evaluation Metrics. We use pairwise Precision, Recall,
and F1-score (P-Pre., P-Rec, and P-F1) (Zhang et al. 2018b)
to evaluate the clustering results of each name, and then cal-
culate the macro metric by averaging metrics over all names.

Baselines. We compare with three state-of-the-art meth-
ods for paper clustering. Louppe et al. (Louppe et al.
2016) trains a similarity metric based on hand-crafted fea-
tures to measure the similarities between papers, Zhang
et al. (Zhang and Al Hasan 2017) constructs three graphs
including the expert-expert graph, the expert-paper graph,
and the paper-paper graph for each name. Then they learn
graph embedding by preserving node connectivity on all the
graphs, and G/L-Emb (Zhang et al. 2018b) learns paper em-
beddings on a global paper-paper network, and then fine-
tunes the paper embeddings on a local paper-paper network
built for each name by graph auto-encoding.

Results. Table 3 presents the performance of paper clus-
tering. Overall, CODE-pre advances other baselines by
3.1∼14.8% in Pairwise-F1. Among them, Louppe et al. per-
form the worst, as it merely captures the pairwise similari-
ties while ignoring the interplays with other papers. Zhang
et al. and G/L-Emb, which build the local paper-paper graph
in each name and leverage the graph structure to learn pa-
per embeddings, outperform Louppe et al. by 3.5∼11.7%
in Pairwise-F1. Besides local embeddings, G/L-Emb incor-
porates global information via preserving the connectivity in
the global graph, making it outperform Zhang et al by +8.2%
in Pairwise-F1. Although CODE-pre discards the graph in-
formation for its limitation in transferability, it still performs
the best because of the striking representation capability en-
dowed by the BERT encoder g and contrastive pre-training.

Ablation Study To verify the efficacy of different compo-
nents in CODE-pre, we make four model variants: Unsu-
pervised mimics the unsupervised industrial methods. We
use BERT to obtain paper embeddings and average them of
an expert as the expert embedding. Then we calculate the eu-
clidean distance between the paper and expert, Paper-paper
pseudo labels samples paper-paper pseudo labels instead of
the pairs of instances, likewise two papers are viewed as a
positive pair if they are sampled from the same expert and
a negative one otherwise, Paper-expert pseudo labels sam-
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Figure 3: The Effect of (a) paper sampling and (b) nega-
tive sampling. AI and PC stand for author identification and
paper clustering respectively.

ples paper-expert pseudo labels, and Representation metric
function uses the representation-based metric function to re-
place Eq. (6) via averaging all the paper embeddings of an
instance as the expert embedding.

The performance is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The un-
supervised model performs the worst, -18.5% in HR@1 and
-33.0% in Pairwise-F1 compared with CODE-pre, which
implies that the vanilla BERT fails to measure semantic cor-
relations between papers or experts. Both the paper-paper
and paper-expert pseudo labels underperform CODE-pre,
-0.6∼3.4% in HR@1 and -0.6∼4.1% in Pairwise-F1, de-
notes contrasting two expert instances can result in better
representations of papers and experts. The representation-
based metric function also underperforms CODE-pre, -2.8%
in HR@1 and -9.0% in Pairwise-F1, which emphasizes the
superiority of interaction-based matching strategy.
Effect of Paper Sampling. We explore how the maximal
number L (#Papers) of an instance affects performance. We
vary L from 1 to 15 with interval 3 and present the perfor-
mance of both tasks in Figure 3(a). We see that either too few
or many papers will harm the performance. Few papers may
result in dissimilar expert instances even if they are sampled
from a same expert, while too many papers make positive ex-
pert instances easier to be distinguished, thus lead to a trivial
solution and degrade the performance (You et al. 2020).
Effect of Negative Sampling. The number of negative in-
stances also influences the performance. Many efforts (He
et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020b) have shown that more nega-
tive instances result in better performance. To verify this, we
vary negative instances from 1 to 9 with interval 2 in both
tasks. From Figure 3(b). We can see CODE-pre improves
incessantly with the increment of negative instances. Due to
the limitation of GPUs, the maximal number of negative in-
stances is 9. But it is possible to improve the performance
when GPUs with larger memory size are available.

Evaluation of the Adversarial Fine-tuning Module
We fine-tune CODE-pre between AMiner and external
sources, and evaluate CODE on external expert linking task.
Baselines. We compared CODE with five classical do-
main adaptation baselines as: Unsupervised is the same as
the unsupervised model variant for evaluating CODE-pre,
CODE-pre directly encodes and links the external experts



Table 4: Performance of External Expert Linking.

External Sources
News LinkedIn

HR@1 HR@3 MRR HR@1 HR@3 MRR

Unsupervised 0.329 0.731 0.559 0.805 0.963 0.886
CODE-pre 0.737 0.927 0.837 0.897 0.982 0.940
Chain Pre-training 0.739 0.927 0.839 0.895 0.978 0.939
DANN 0.743 0.928 0.842 0.901 0.983 0.943
ASP-MTL 0.746 0.930 0.843 0.903 0.983 0.944

CODE 0.753 0.936 0.848 0.904 0.987 0.945

CODE w/o Ladv 0.721 0.923 0.825 0.873 0.981 0.927
CODE w/o Ldiff 0.745 0.927 0.841 0.901 0.985 0.942
CODE w/o Lext 0.743 0.925 0.84 0.898 0.983 0.941

to AMiner, Chain Pre-training (Logeswaran et al. 2019)
chains a series of pre-training stages together. We first pre-
train the vanilla BERT on both AMiner and the external data,
then fine-tune it on the external data to obtain the fine-tuned
BERT, base on which we train CODE-pre on AMiner via
Eq. (7), DANN (Ganin et al. 2016) extracts domain-agnostic
without domain-private features. We only use a shared gen-
erator to encode both AMiner and external expert, and ASP-
MTL (Liu, Qiu, and Huang 2017) captures both the domain-
shared and domain-private features. We create private gen-
erators for both AMiner and the external source.

Results. Table 4 shows the performance of linking exter-
nal experts from news articles or LinkedIn users to AMiner
experts. The unsupervised model performs the worst (-
9.9∼42.4% in HR@1), as the vanilla BERT isn’t fine-tuned
at all. CODE-pre, pre-trained on AMiner without fine-tuning
on the external data, underperforms CODE by 0.7∼1.6%.
The Chain Pre-training only fine-tunes BERT encoder g but
not metric f . Although DANN fine-tunes both g and f , it
does not detach the private features from the shared space.
ASP-MTL, builds both the private and shared encoders, out-
performs the above two baselines. Compared with ASP-
MTL, CODE performs better (+0.1∼0.7% in HR@1). As
the goal of external expert linking is to extract the features
similar to AMiner experts from external sources as much
as possible, there is no need to extract the private features
of AMiner. Moreover, we create several constraints to make
the external private features special enough to be identified.

Ablation Study. To verify the efficacy of different compo-
nents in CODE, we make three model variants: CODE w/o
Ldiff removes the difference loss in Eq.(8), CODE w/o Ladv

removes the adversarial loss in Eq.(9), and CODE w/o Lext:
removes the external task predictor loss in Eq.(10).

The performance is shown in Table 4. CODE w/o Ladv

performs the worst (-3.1∼3.2% in HR@1 compared with
CODE) denoting the domain discriminator takes the most
important role in the fine-tuning process. Both CODE w/o
Ldiff and CODE w/oLext underperform CODE by 0.3∼1.0%
in HR@1, which shows that both losses can enhance model
performance. We also observe a desired phenomenon that
CODE w/o Ldiff performs slightly better than CODE w/o
Lext, as we expect more about explicitly preventing external

(a) Before fine-tuning. (b) After fine-tuning.

Figure 4: T-SNE visualization before and after the adversar-
ial fine-tuning for news articles (Purple) and AMiner (Red).

private features into the shared feature space.
Visualization. We utilize t-SNE (Van der Maaten and Hin-
ton 2008) to visualize papers on AMiner and sentences on
news articles output by the encoder g before and after fine-
tuning. Figure 4(a) implies when using CODE-pre, the em-
bedding distributions between AMiner and news articles are
not aligned, whille Figure 4(b) shows CODE, after fine-
tuning, mitigates the domain shift.

Online Deployment
A screenshot of deployed system with CODE is shown
in Figure 1. Practically, we first extract names by NER tools
from a news article. Then for each name, instead of the ex-
perimental candidate selection strategy, we adopt Elastic-
Search9 to perform online fuzzy search. Finally, we apply
CODE to estimate the similarity between each candidate and
expert from a news article. To solve the case that an external
expert may not be linked to any AMiner experts, we pre-
defined a threshold and return the candidate with the highest
score exceeding the threshold as right expert on AMiner.
Active Learning. Admittedly, assignment errors are in-
evitable, thus we allow users to provide feedback to our as-
signment results. Specifically, if users agree with the results,
they can click ”Thumbs Up” on the top left of each article
shown on Figure 1, otherwise, they can fill in a feedback
form to submit the right experts they think on AMiner. The
feedback will be regarded as new training instances to fur-
ther improve the online performance of CODE.

Conclusion and Discussion
Ethical Statement. CODE may violate personal privacy
via automatically linking the news from experts’ personal
life to their professional information on AMiner. To avoid
this, we have adopted the following two strategies: (1) we
only integrate the external public information instead of
the private information from the scientific media such as
news.sciencenet.cn and jiqizhixin.com, and from profes-
sional social platforms such as LinkedIn; (2) before linking
the information online, we send the email to the correspond-
ing experts in AMiner to seek their authorization.

We propose CODE, consisting of a contrastive pre-
training module and an adversarial fine-tuning module, to

9https://www.elastic.co



link experts from external sources to AMiner in the zero-
shot setting. The former one performs the pre-training task
of expert discrimination to learn an expert encoder for
capturing the universal representation patterns of experts,
and an interaction-based metric to characterize fine-grained
matches between experts on AMiner. The later one adapts
the pre-trained model to the unseen external sources when
linking experts from them to AMiner in an adversarial man-
ner. Experimental results connote the superiority of CODE.
In the future, we plan to generalize CODE into more exter-
nal sources and deploy it online.
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Appendix

Table 5: Hyper-parameters of CODE.

Model architecture

BERT MLP R768×512

#Kernels K 21
Metric MLP R21×21, R21×1

Margin m 1.0
Adversarial MLP R512×100, R100×2

LeakyReLU Negative slope is 0.2

Learning rate

µg for encoder 2e-5
µf for metric function 2e-3
µh for discriminator 1e-3
Learning rate decay Exponential decay = 0.96

Loss function weight

α for adversarial loss 0.1
β for difference loss 0.1
γ for external task loss 0.1

Batch size

For pre-training on AMiner data 32
For fine-tuning on External sources 256

Others

#Negative Instances 9
#Papers 6
Optimization algorithm Adam
Pre-training epochs 20
Fine-tuning epochs 1

Implementation Details
The detailed hyper-parameters are listed in Table 5.

Running Environment We implement CODE by Python
3.6.8, PyTorch 1.1.0, and conduct the experiments on an En-
terprise Linux Server with 56 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120
CPU @ 2.20GHz, and a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2
with 32GB memory size.

Pre-training Module The dimension of the BERT output
embedding is 768, which is then fed into a one-layer MLP
in Eq.(2) to get the corresponding outputs:

MLP(X) = Tanh(WT X), (12)

where W ∈ R768×512.
The two-layers MLP on top of the metric function in

Eq.(6) is defined as follows:

MLP(X) = tanh(WT
2 LeakyReLU(WT

1 X)), (13)

where W1 ∈ R21×21 and W2 ∈ R21×1.
In Eq.(3), we use 21 kernels, where µ is from 0 to 1 with

interval 0.05. The kernel with µ = 0.0 and σ = 10−3 cor-
responds to the exact matching kernel, while σ is set as 0.1

Table 6: Features extracted for GBDT model. p: paper, a:
an author in p, c: a candidate expert whose name is similar as a.

No. Feature description
1 The number of the papers of c
2 The number of the coauthors of a in p
3 The number of the coauthors of c
4 The number of the same coauthors between a and c
5 Ratio of the same coauthors between a and c in p’s coauthor names
6 Ratio of the same coauthors between a and c in c’s coauthor names
7 Frequency of a’s affiliation in c’s affiliations
8 Ratio of a’s affiliation in c’s affiliations
9 Cosine similarity between a’s affiliation and c’s affiliations

10 Jaccards similarity between a’s affiliation and c’s affiliations
11 Distinct number of venues of c
12 Frequency of p’s venue in c
13 Ratio of p’s venue in c
14 Cosine similarity between p’s venue and c’s venues
15 Jaccards similarity between p’s venue and c’s venues
16 Cosine similarity between p’s title and c’s titles
17 Jaccards similarity between p’s title and c’s titles
18 Distinct number of keywords in c
19 Frequency of p’s keywords of c
20 Ratio of p’s keywords in c
21 Cosine similarity between p’s keywords and c’s keywords
22 Jaccards similarity between p’s keywords and c’s keywords

for other kernels capture the semantic matches at different
scales. The margin m of the triplet loss in Eq.(7) is set to
1.0.

Adversarial Fine-tuning Module The two-layers MLP
for the domain discriminator in Eq.(9) is defined as:

MLP(X) = WT
2 LeakyReLU(WT

1 X), (14)

where WT
1 ∈ R512×100 and WT

2 ∈ R100×2. Likewise, the
classifier h̃ of the Task Predictor is defined the same as
above.

Training and Test Settings
Evaluation of the Pre-training Module. Pre-training is
performed only on the AMiner dataset.

Training Settings. For the AMiner dataset shown in Ta-
ble 1, we first filter the experts with less than 6 papers to sat-
isfy the best number of the sampled papers for each expert.
For each expert in the remaining AMiner dataset, we ran-
domly sample L = 6 papers to comprise an expert instance.
For each anchor expert instance, we sample 1 positive coun-
terpart together with 9 negative counterparts, which results
in 4,800 positive instance pairs and 43,200 negative instance
pairs in total. For embedding a paper, we use [CLS] + title
+ keywords + name + organization + venue + [SEP] as the
BERT input. The maximal length of the input tokens is set
as 208.

Test Settings. Author Identification and Paper Clustering
are two intrinsic tasks for testing the pre-training module.



• Author Identification. follows the second task of the
name disambiguation competition10. Thus, we adopt the
same test set as the competition. We randomly sample 17
negative experts together the ground truth expert to com-
prise the candidate list for a queried paper. The maximal
number of papers sampled for each candidate expert is set
as 100. For testing, we first leverage the pre-trained expert
encoder g to generate the paper embedding for each can-
didate expert, then use the pre-trained metric function f
to measure the similarity between a paper and each candi-
date expert. Finally, we rank all the candidate experts for
a paper according to their similarity scores and return the
top expert as the expert to be linked.

• Paper Clustering. follows the first task of the name dis-
ambiguation competition11. We directly use its test set.
For testing, we apply the pre-trained expert encoder g to
get the paper embeddings and then use the HAC algorithm
to cluster the papers belonging to a same expert together.
For a fair comparison, the true number of clusters in each
name are provided to the HAC algorithm.

Implementation of baselines. The heuristic features of
GBDT (Efimov, Silva, and Solecki 2013; Li et al. 2013)
are specified in Table 6. Apart from GBDT, We implement
other baselines following their released code and settings.
The training and test settings of all the baselines are the same
as CODE-pre.

• Camel (Zhang et al. 2018a):
https://github.com/chuxuzhang/code Camel WWW2018

• HetNetE (Chen and Sun 2017):
https://github.com/chentingpc/GuidedHeteEmbedding

• CONNA (Chen et al. 2020a):
https://github.com/BoChen-Daniel/TKDE-2019-CONNA

• louppe at el (Louppe et al. 2016):
https://github.com/glouppe/paper-author-disambiguation

• Zhang et al (Zhang and Al Hasan 2017):
https://github.com/baichuan/disambiguation embedding

• G/L-Emb (Zhang et al. 2018b):
https://github.com/neozhangthe1/disambiguation/

Both Camel and HetNetE define an additional loss func-
tion on the indirect relationships between a paper and an ex-
pert generated by the pre-defined meta-paths. We ignore this
part for the following reasons. Since author identification in
their work aim to predict the authors of an anonymous pa-
per, name ambiguity is not the key problem to be tackled.
Thus they can collect all the papers published in some re-
lated venues as the training data. The connectivity of the
resultant heterogeneous graph is good enough to find the
indirect relationships between any two nodes. However, to
disambiguate experts with same names, we only collect the
papers with the same author names. The resultant graph is
too sparse to find the indirect relationships.

Regarding the different baselines in the two tasks. The
two evaluation tasks pay attention to various objectives,
where Author Identification matches papers with authors,

but Paper Clustering solely matches papers. The distin-
guished goals require different baselines. Actually, we have
tried the Paper Clustering baselines for Author Identification
but obtained poor performance. The paper-to-paper pseudo
label that under-performs the paper-to-expert pseudo label
on Author Identification also indicates the representation
learning is better to be close with the goal of downstream
tasks. The proposed expert-to-expert pseudo label can rep-
resent experts as well as papers when contrasting experts
based on the interactions of their papers, resulting in a good
performance on both tasks.

Evaluation of the Fine-tuning Module We evaluate of
the fine-tuning module on two external datasets, News and
LinkedIn, by the extrinsic task of external expert linking. We
first fine-tune CODE-pre on both AMiner and the unlabeled
external dataset, and evaluate it on the manually-labeled test
set.
News. The fine-tuning settings for news are as follows:

• Training. We use 20,658 news articles for fine-tuning. We
divide the contextual text of a name in a news article into
sentences and treat each sentence as a piece of support
information. We extract six sentences before and after a
name in a news article as the support information. The
maximal length of the input tokens for both the shared
encoder and the private encoder is set as 64.

• Test. We annotate 1,622 names in news articles with link-
ages to AMiner experts for testing. We choose the candi-
dates by name variants and sample up to 100 papers for
each candidate.

LinkedIn. The settings for LinkedIn are as follows:

• Training. We use 50,000 LinkedIn homepages for fine-
tuning. We select three common semi-structured attributes
including affiliation, skills and summary in a homepage as
the support information. The affiliation and the concate-
nated keywords in skills are separate pieces of support in-
formation. The long-text summary is divided into multiple
pieces of support information. The maximal length of the
input tokens for both the shared encoder and the private
encoder is set as 64.

• Test. We annotate 1,329 linkages between LinkedIn users
and AMiner experts for testing. Other settings are the
same as News.


